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Introduction

, and seismic data sets'

We present a studY in which it
is pioposed to invert satellite

sravitv and gravitY gradients,

änd tätrestriãl gravitY in the

well explored and understood
Northeãst Atlantic Margin'

The inversion outcome will be

compared with results obtained

bv means of models based uPon

oíh", ,o.rr""s like seismic data,

magnetic field information or

ot{er in-situ data. This will
orovide improved in-formation

åUout the lithosPhere and

upper mantle.

The GOCE gÉavitY gradients

in the gradiometer reference

frame will be used in forward

and/or inverse modeling in

the Northeast Atlantic Margin

and the Arabian Peninsula' Not

onlv will the original gravitY

sraâients be used, but theY will
ilro b" combined with other

gravity dat4 e.g. from GRACE

ðr teriestrial gravimetry (Figures

1' and'2). On the one hand' grids

of gravitY gradients will be

computed, for examPle at mean

GOÓE altitude, on the other hand

regionaf high-resolution gravity

fiel¿s will be comPuted using a

multi-scale rePresentation'

the Arabian Plate
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Atlantic Margin (Olesen et al" 2010)'
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Figure 2: Gravity data from the region obtained from the GRACE mission (left panel) and Bouger

S"ã.rity uno*"ly -"p based on coñpilation of land and airborne surveys (right panel) (oncel,201'0)'

One of the outcomes of the Atlantic Margin study will be a sensitivity matrix that will be used as input

to study the Arabian Peninsula, in generaf and the

In terms of modeling and data availability this is a

combination with other dat4 will be used to better
and the lithospheres in the region. The improved r
us to calculatË the evolution ðf the basul heat flow in the region. Based on the improved heat flow

model, the maturity of the main source rocks in the study area will be estimated which will improve

our understanding of the petroleum systems in the region'

Application for the Arabian Peninsula

Gravity gradient data are generally sensitive
better resolution of the edges of geological fe

Gradient data from GOCE have the potential t
varying densities in the lower crust in the Arabian
in ihe basement and enhance structural boundar
(Figure 3). ation with land-

measured order to identifY

basement odel of the crust

and the lithosphere of the study area. This inclu of the crust and

the lithosphere.

Heat Flow Modeling and Source Rock Maturity

The structural model of the crust and the lithosphere, obtained from the gra¡rity data, is then used

for modeling the basal heat flow within the basin. We use a grid-based stochastic tool (PetroProb)

developed by TNO to model basal heat flow. It
calculate the tectonic subsidence in the area and

the sedimentatioru erosion and paleo-water depth
sedimentation infill and heat production in the c

structures are included in the heat flow modeling tool. The tool allows the calibration of the model

to measured temperatures and. maturity in order io reduce the uncertainties in the input parameters'

The thickness, structure and properties of the crust and the lithosphere are essential inputs.to
petroprob to model the tectonic heat flow (Figure 5). The model incluães the radiogenic heat of the

r-f-t

Bouguer gravity
Density 2 3 gm/cm3
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(Vän Wees et al',2009)'
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Figure 5: Schematic of the tectonic
model of the lithosPhere behind
the basal heat flow modeling tool
(PetroProb) (modified after Van
Wees et a1.,2009).

Figure 6: Basement depth map of the Arabian Plate (Konert et al., 2001).
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Peninsula.

Data and InPut Model

Outcome of the StudY

in the region.

User GrouP

of the user community in the study' On

nition of the required products and the

of the publicallY available data'
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